As various driving automation system (DAS) are commonly used in the vehicle, the over-trust in the DAS may put the driver in the risk. In order to prevent the over-trust while driving, the trust state of the driver should be recognized. However, description variables of the trust state are not distinct. This paper assumed that the outward expressions of a driver can represent the trust state of him/her-self. The explicit behaviors when driving with DAS is seen as those outward expressions. In the experiment, a driving simulator with a driver monitoring system was used for simulating a vehicle with the adaptive cruise control (ACC) and observing the motion information of the driver. Results show that if the driver completely trusted in the ACC, then 1) the participants were likely to put their feet far away from the pedals; 2) the operational intervention of the driver will delay in dangerous situations. In the future, a machine learning model will be tried to predict the trust state by using the motion information of the driver.
Introduction
In recent years, the driving automation system (DAS) has been installed in the vehicles along with the improvement of sensor accuracy, calculation processing speed, and the recognition performance by using artificial intelligence technology. The DAS controls the vehicle based on analyzing the information observed by sensors. However, the different DAS has different requirements for usage conditions, e.g., driving task and operational domain. The SAE international defined the DAS into five levels [1] . The levels one to three of the DAS require the driver to be fully or partially involved in the driving tasks, e.g., parts of the vehicle control and emergency intervention. The driver may easily trust in the DAS when the driver does not understand the functional boundaries of the DAS. Especially when a situation is beyond what the DAS can respond, the issue of "over-trust" will put the driver in danger. The reason of the over-trust could be considered in that the driver cannot appropriately understand the system design, purpose, mechanism, and ability of the DAS. To prevent the driver's over-trust in the DAS is a big challenge and final goal of our study.
In our previous study [2] , the over-trust in the levels one to three of the DAS is defined as that the DAS cannot respond to certain driving tasks while the driver trust it can. Consequently, there are two judgment conditions of over-trust: 1) the driver is trusting in the DAS, 2) the DAS cannot respond to driving tasks. Based on this definition, a model of the over-trust mechanism was proposed in [2] . The driver's part in the proposed model is based on two theories -the mental model [3] , and the risk homeostasis theory [4] . The driver will construct a mental model of the DAS through repeated use. This mental model explains a thought process of the driver about how the DAS are functioning in the real world. The driver recognizes the situation of the DAS by feedback information from an HMI of the DAS and compares the predicted result by using the mental model with the actual situation of the DAS in order to adjust his/her trust state. After that, the driver combines the trust state for the DAS, the perceived hazards from the traffic environment and the vehicle, and the driving skill to evaluate the perceived risk that is subjective. According to the risk homeostasis theory [4] , the driver determines driving behavior by comparing the perceived risk with his/her acceptable risk level and controls the body to complete the driving maneuver. It is called risk compensation behavior. In the vehicle's part of the proposed model, the DAS uses a variety of sensors to observe the environmental information and the vehicle state information. Above information is analyzed to generate control signals for supporting the driver to complete the driving tasks. This paper considers the trust as a psychological activity, and the reliance as a behavioral manifestation of the trust. The driver will take reliance behaviors when this driver trusts in DAS. Moreover, if the DAS cannot respond the driving tasks, then the vehicle will out of control. In this case, the driver is over-trusting in the DAS.
The final goal of this study is to prevent over-trust based on the above two conditions. This paper is the first step towards our final goal-analyzing explicit behaviors when a driver is trusting the DAS.
Previous studies of the trust in automation
Some early research on human-to-machine trust focused on the automated production lines that analyzed the relationship between the user's trust and strategy [5, 6] . In the study field of human-robot interaction, the trust of human in robots is a hot research direction [7, 8] . With the automation of the vehicle, the problems of the driver's trust in the automatic driving system were focused on. Itoh investigated the changes of the driver's reliance when the driver trusted in an ACC going through multiple events [9] . He analyzed the velocity at braking, the time headway, and the time-to-collision to confirm that the ADAS was over-trusted by the drivers. Abe et. al focused on the driver's trust in an automation vehicle when it was overtaking and passing [10] . The experimental result showed that the driver's trust in an automation vehicle may be affected by the velocity of ego vehicle, the lateral distance from the object, and steering manoeuvre start time when it was overtaking. In the above studies, the short-term changes in the driver's trust could not be observed because participants were asked to evaluate their trust after each experiment. In [7] , they observed the trust in real-time but the trust states were taken in every 25 seconds. In this paper, continuous data of the driver's trust state needs to be observed to investigate the effects of the driver's trust states on driver's behavior. An evaluation method for continuously observing the driver's trust status was used in this study.
Hypothesis
In this paper, the effect on the driver's motion under the driver's trust state was analyzed. A great example of the level one DAS -adaptive cruise control system (ACC) is applied in experiments. The ACC can operate the accelerator and brake of the vehicle in a driving situation. Note that the ACC is designed to be difficult to react to stationary objects [11] . The driver's trust in the ACC may be easier established because ACC takes longer time to operate the vehicle than other ADASs (level one DASs). We assume that there are different driving maneuvers for drivers with different trust state in the ACC. For example, if the driver is completely trusting in ACC, then the driver's right foot places next to the pedals, and the pedals are not operated. If the driver is moderately trusting the ACC, then the driver's right foot puts on the brake pedal, ready to intervene in the ACC. If the driver is completely distrusting in ACC, then the driver presses on the brake pedal to cancel the ACC's control. Therefore, there are two hypotheses of experiments as the following. Based on the above assumption, the motions of the driver's right foot and leg can be used to represent the driver's trust state in ACC. There are two hypotheses of experiments as the following.
Hypothesis 1:
The driver will move the right foot away from pedals when the trust increases in ACC.
Hypothesis 2:
The high trust in DAS will delay operational intervention of the driver in dangerous situations.
Overview of experiments
The purpose of this experiment is to clarify the effect on the driver's motion under the driver's trust states. A virtual vehicle with ACC is implemented on a driving simulator (DS). Figure 1 shows the driving simulator used in the experiment. The DS bases on the CarSim DS ver.2018.1 with sensors option. It has three 4K displays and a gaming steering-pedal controller. In the DS, the ego vehicle runs at a constant speed 100 [km/h] by ACC when there is no preceding vehicle. The following driving is carried out while keeping the target inter-vehicle distance when there is a preceding vehicle. The target inter-vehicle distance is computed from the time headway (2 [s] ) and the safety margin (2 [m] ). Note that the sensor of ACC is in the front of the vehicle at the center, and it's detection range was 100 [m] with ±1 [deg]. The OpenPose [12] is used to observe the motions of the driver's right foot and leg by using a camera (Fig. 1) . The information of the joint points on the right leg and foot (in the red circle of Fig. 2 ) were used to analyze only. The information for each joint point is a two-dimensional coordinate point that is the pixel location of the joint point at the image. There were 13 participants with the ages from 19 to 50 (Avg:24 SD:7.6) attended the experiments. All participants are Japanese and they have the driving license. Participants are asked to evaluate their trust state in the ACC as a time series data through steering wheel paddles (Fig. 3 ) in real time while driving. When the paddles are not touched, it indicates that the participants completely trusts in the ACC. ACC satisfies the requirements for the driver to drive comfortably and safely, and the driver leaves the driving task to ACC with peace of mind. If either side of the paddle is pressed, this indicates that the participant moderately trusts the ACC. In this case, the participant cautiously grants the ACC control authority when the ACC is suspected that it does not perfectly perform the driving task for safety. The participant completely distrusts in the ACC when he/she clearly believe that ACC cannot guarantee driving safety, both paddles will be pressed. Noted that the above operation of the paddle does not press it once when the trust state changes, but needs to pressed it continuously while driving. In order to reduce the impact of using steering wheel paddles on the participants' driving tasks, the driving scene is set on a straight highway with three lanes. Multiple events of vehicle cutting-in occur during participants driving a vehicle with ACC. Participants are required to do not change lanes but they allowed to intervene in ACC's control, i.e. acceleration, deceleration or turning off the ACC by the ACC button (Fig. 3) , when they feel threatened. Note that the ACC button can be used to turn the ACC on and off, participants can also turn off the ACC by pressing the brake pedal. In addition, if the accelerator pedal is depressed, then the participant's operation takes priority when ACC is on. If the accelerator pedal is released, the operation returns to the ACC automatically.
Before the experiment, participants were asked to be familiar with the usage of DS and learn to evaluate their trust state in the ACC during driving in about 30 minutes. There were three driving scenarios designed to experiment. Each scenario took about 20 minutes. In order to induce participants to trust the ACC, the first scenario included various events that could be well responded by the ACC, e.g., smooth cut-in four times, smooth lane change four times, and multiple smooth accelerations by the preceding vehicle. In the second scenario, The behaviors of the preceding vehicle became more intense, which included four times cut-in and three times lane changes. In these events, ACC can still safely control the vehicle. It lets participants to understand the functional limits of ACC and to further build participant's trust in the ACC. A dangerous event is set at the end of the third scenario. The preceding vehicle -a large trailer made a sharp turn to avoid a stopped vehicle in an emergency. In this case, the ACC will difficult to respond to the stopped vehicle. Therefore, the participant must be involved in the control of the vehicle in time. After the experiment using the DS, a visit was conducted for each participant.
Experiments result
Data from 13 participants were observed. However, data from three participants (#2,#9,#10) was excluded for analysis because of equipment issues. Figure 4 shows the ratio of the trust state for 10 participants in all scenarios. The ratio of the trust state "completely trust" accounted for less than 10% when the participants #4 and #6 drove the vehicle with the ACC. Meanwhile, other participants accounted for more than 84%. Through interviews, we found that participants #4 and #6 were very cautious in their daily driving. In the experiment, they immediately reduce the trust in the ACC when some tiny risk occurred. A cautious attitude would make them difficult to regain complete trust in ACC. Therefore, participants #4 and #6 are classified as the group 2, and the other participants (#1, #3, #5, #7, #8, #11 and #13) as the group 1. 
Goup1
Goup2 Figure 4 : Ratio of the trust labels for all scenarios.
Verification for the hypothesis 1
We considered that participants strategies were similar in the same trust state although each participant had their own strategies of putting the right foot on different places when using the ACC. Recalling the hypothesis 1 is that the driver moves the right foot away from pedals when the trust increases in ACC. In order to verify the hypothesis 1, a principal component analysis (PCA) was used to reduce the dimensions of motion data observed by OpenOpse for visualization.
The transformation of participant #12 was used to project the motion data into a two-dimensional space for all the participants because the #12's two-dimensional features could represent his the position of the right foot more clearly than others'. The position of the foot in three different trust state is discussed separately. The result of the group 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 5 and 6 . The color of the dots represents the probability density of foot positions. If a position is placed on the foot many times, the color will be close to red, otherwise, the color will be close to blue. For the group 1 (Fig. 5) , regardless of their trust or distrust in the ACC, they mostly put their feet on the pedals. There was a tendency that their feet were not only on the pedals but also far away from the pedals when they completely trusted in the ACC. While, when they completely distrusted in the ACC, the positions of their feet were almost on the pedals (Fig. 5 (c) ). It showed that participants were likely to put their feet far away from the pedals when they completely trusted in the ACC although this result only partially matched the hypothesis 1.
The results of the group 2 are shown in Fig. 6 , which were completely opposite to the results of the group 1. The difference between cautious participants and others can be seen although the number of participants in the second group was small. We could only assume that the cautious attitude made the two participants balance their mental preparation and physical preparation for intervening the ACC. For example, when they completely trusted in the ACC, although the mental preparation may be low, the physical preparation may be high because the right foot placed on the pedals. Meanwhile, their right foot was not placed on the pedal in some cases when they didn't trust in the ACC. In these cases, their physical preparation may be low, but the mental preparation may be high, that is, mentally ready to intervene. This balancing process of mental and physical preparation may be related to risk compensation behavior. This assumption needs further verification in the future.
Verification for the hypothesis 2
The over-trust in DAS was defined as when the driver trusts in the DAS, but the DAS does not guarantee driving safety. According to this definition, we investigated the driver's trust state in the ACC and the reaction time of intervening control when ACC was a failure. Recalling the hypothesis 2: higher trust in DAS delays operational intervention in dangerous situations. A dangerous event that cannot be responded by ACC was set at the end of the third scenario. The start time point of the dangerous event is defined when the trailer begins to decelerate rapidly that was 3.2 seconds before the trailer's lane change. Meanwhile, the critical point of brake reaction time is defined as when the trailer went out of the ACC's detection range. At this time, the stopped vehicle before the trailer would be revealed. In this dangerous event, half of the participants collided who were #1, #3, #5, #11 and #13. The participants #4, #6, #7, #8 and #12 stepped on the brakes pedal in time so that there were no collisions. Not that the participant #13 did not step on the brake pedal until the collision. Thus, the data for #13 were excluded in the following analysis of the brake reaction time.
The Fig. 7 shows the brake reaction time of the collision group and non-collision group in the dangerous event. The vertical axis represents time, and the zero-point represents the critical point of brake reaction time. A plus value indicates that the brake reaction time is later than the critical point, and the minus value indicates that it is earlier than the critical point. The brake reaction time of the collision group (without #13) was later than the non-collision group. A T-test was used to verifies the significantly different between those two groups. The corresponding p-value was 0.01, indicating a significant difference in the incidence between collision group (without #13) and non-collision group. In order to count the participants' trust state in the ACC, the trust state in the interval of the dangerous event were integrated, where "completely trust" was 2, "moderately trust" was 1, and "completely distrust" was 0 at each time step. The difference of the integral trust between the collision group (with #13) and the non-collision group is shown in Fig. 8 . The integral trust of the collision group (with #13) was significantly higher than it of the non-collision group with the p-values 0.05 by a T-test. This result also directly indicates that the trust states of the participants were related to the collision occurrence.
The relationship between brake reaction time and the integral trust was investigated for verifying the hypothesis 2. The data of the collision group (without #13) and the non-collision group were used in this verification. The results are shown in Fig. 9 that there was a high correlation between them, where the correlation coefficient was 0.75, and the p-value from a test for no correlation was 0.015. A linear regression function was used to map the integral trust to the brake reaction time, and the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) of this linear regression function was 0.565. The Fig. 9 clearly shows that the brake reaction time and integral trust of the non-collision group are lower than the collision group except participant #8. Although the participant #8 had a higher integral trust than #1 and #5, and the brake reaction time was later than #4, #6, #7 and #12, she used a very heavy brake to stop the ego vehicle within a distance of less than half a meter from the stop vehicle.
The above results clearly show that hypothesis 2 is established. The high trust in DAS will delay operational intervention of the driver in dangerous situations. Furthermore, according to the experiment results and the definition of over-trust, if a driver higher trusts in ACC when the ACC cannot respond to the driving tasks, then the probability of an accident will higher.
Conclusion
This paper discussed the mechanism of driver's over-trust in the DAS. To prevent the over-trust while driving, finding the explicit behaviors of a driver which can represent the trust state of him/her-self is a very important task. For this task, a DS with a driver monitoring system was used for simulating a vehicle with the ACC and observing the motion information of the driver. Results show that if the driver completely trusted in the ACC, then 1) the participants were likely to put their feet far away from the pedals; 2) the operational intervention of the driver will delay in dangerous situations. In the future, a machine learning model will be tried to predict the trust state through the motion data of the driver.
